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ABSTRACT - The idea of using asymmetric tooth forms 

has gained momentum in gearing design. Similar to 

symmetric basic rack gears, tooth action parameters are 

established in the first stage. The second stage involves 

calculating the unified generating basic rack for a set of 

mated gears. In some cases, it is possible to determine the 

features of specific fundamental rack tooth profiles for each 

gear in a transmission. Gearings with asymmetrical profiles 

have the advantage of having a higher-pressure angle than 

operational profiles (as a result of a lower pressure angle than 

non-operating profiles) and the possibility for a considerable 

improvement in the face contact ratio. In this study, 

symmetric and asymmetric tooth profiles will be compared 

using the finite element analysis tool Ansys. Asymmetric 

(different pressure angle) and symmetric (different pressure 

angle) tooth profiles will be designed and built in the 3D 

modelling software CATIA. The designs made with different 

materials will go through structural examination (mild steel 

and EN 32 steel). 

KEYWORDS– Trochoid, Symmetric, Asymmetric, 

Inertia. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A stuff is a pivoting machine component with cut teeth, or 

pinions, that connect to another toothed component to 

transmit force. A transmission is a functioning couple of at 

least two pinion wheels that can provide a mechanical benefit 

through a stuff ratio, making it a basic machine. The speed, 

range, and direction of a power source can all be altered by 

equipped devices[1]. The most common situation for a stuff 

to work is when it works with another stuff, however a stuff 

can also work a non-pivoting toothed element known as a 

rack, providing interpretation instead of turn. The wheels in 

a pulley are similar to the cog wheels in a transmission. Cog 

wheels have the advantage of preventing sliding thanks to 

their gear teeth.[2] 

A mechanical advantage is produced when two cog wheels 

with different numbers of teeth are combined, with the forces 

and rotational speeds of the two pinion wheels clearly 

contrasting. 

The phrase gear, like in first stuff, references to a stuff 

proportion rather than a real actual stuff in transmissions that 

give a variety of stuff proportions, such those in bikes and 

cars. When gear proportion is constant rather than discrete or 

when a device actually has no pinion wheels, as in a ring 

gear, the word is used to describe similar devices in any case. 

A. Asymmetrical Gears 

By and large, gear calculation improvement endeavors were 

focused on the functioning involute flanks. They are 

ostensibly all around depicted and arranged [3] by various 

standard precision grades, contingent upon gear application 

and characterizing their resistance limits for such boundaries 

as run out, profile, lead, pitch variety and others. Working 

involute flanks are likewise changed to confine a heading 

contact and give required execution at various[4] resilience 

mixes and conceivable misalignment because of working 

circumstances (temperature, loads, and so forth.). Their 

exactness is totally constrained by gear assessment 

machines. The stuff tooth filet is an area of most extreme 

twisting pressure focus.[5] 

 Notwithstanding, its profile and exactness are barely 

characterized on the stuff drawing by regularly exceptionally 

liberal root distance across resistance and, now and again, by 

the base filet range, which is challenging to[6] investigate. 

As a matter of fact, tooth twisting strength improvement is 

typically given by gear innovation (case solidifying and shot 

peening to make compressive lingering pressure layer, for 

instance) instead of stuff calculation. The stuff tooth filet 

profile still up in the air by the creating cutting apparatus 

(gear hob or shaper) tooth tip direction additionally called the 

trochoid. 

 

Figure 1: Asymmetrical gear 
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B. Applications 

Gears with topsy-turvy teeth ought to be considered for gear 

frameworks that require outrageous execution like aviation 

applications. They are additionally appropriate for large 

scale manufacturing transmissions where the portion of the 

tooling cost per one stuff is immaterial, as in car gears. The 

most encouraging application for hilter kilter profiles is with 

shaped pinion wheels and powder metal pinion wheels. 

Formed gears require custom tooling in any case and awry 

tooth profiles don't build the tooling or creation costs. 

Utilizing the immediate plan approach for lopsided stuff 

teeth is more straightforward than for customary pinion 

wheels. Hilter kilter gear configuration isn't compelled by 

normalized tooling and the device based plan approach 

utilized for ordinary pinion wheels. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Utilizing FEA, the effect of pressure angle on bending stress 

and deformation of asymmetric spur gear is discussed. A 

stuff is an element of a turning machine with cut teeth that 

connect to another toothed component to transmit force. The 

most common type of material used in designing applications 

is prod gear. Cog wheels can be spike, helical, angle, or 

worm-shaped. As lighter automobiles continue to be popular, 

stronger strength, higher dependability, and lighter weight 

gears are required in the automotive and aviation industries. 

This has helped innovative designs, like pinion wheels with 

imbalanced teeth, to improve. It is helpful for extraordinary 

applications where the drive side profile isn't symmetric to 

the coast side profile because the math of these [4]teeth is so 

advanced. It is crucial to look into how pressure point affects 

lopsided teeth because the coefficient of unevenness is 

dependent on it. The focus of this research is the effect of 

strain point on twisted spike gear[5]. 

Analysis of Asymmetric Involutes Spur Gears' Load-

Carrying Capacity Using Hypothetical and Finite Element 

Methods In the study, a method for measuring[7] the twisting 

pressure at the core of "Topsy-turvy Involute spur Gear" is 

presented. To speculatively determine twisting pressure at 

this Gear's fundamental segment, the ISO/TC60 approach 

has been used. For each ar[8]rangement of mater ials, 

assurance of the tooth structure factor, stress fixation factor, 

basic area boundaries, and contact proportion has been 

attained. Using cogwheels with varied tension points as 

display devices Any mechanical framework's advancement 

now necessitates PC-Aided Design[8] of Asymmetric Gear 

arrangement, which calls for considerable skill. due to the 

creation of new materials and the use of distorted gears in 

manufacturing processes has recently expanded. Architects 

will actually want to encourage material drives to deal with 

greater force with fewer noise and vibrations with the 

atypical profile. However, the present strategy of using 

symmetric pinion wheels doesn't work well for these uneven 

pinion wheels. Therefore, a MATLAB method has been 

developed for planning deviating prod gears by modifying 

the tooth structure factor, stress focus component, and load 

sharing element. At initially, pressure point limits were 

identified by taking into account material teeth cresting and 

the law of equipping. inside the strain point's range. 

A. CATIA 

CATIA is an abbreviation for Computer Aided Three-

layered Interactive Application. It is one of the main 3D 

programming involved by associations in different 

enterprises going from aviation, auto to customer items(see 

figure 2). 

 

(a) 

Case: 1 SYMMETRIC GEAR (pressure angle 200)  

 

(b) 

Case: 2 ASYMMETRIC GEARS (pressure angle 300-200)  

 

 

(c) 

Case: 3 ASYMMETRIC GEARS (pressure angle 350-200) 

Figure 2: 2D drawing (a) to (c) 
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Figure 3: static diagram 

B. Static Analysis 

A static analysis calculates the effects of constant stacking 

conditions on a structure while ignoring inactivity and 

dampening effects, such as those caused by time-varying 

burdens. However, a static analysis can take into account 

constant inertia loads (such as gravity and rotational speed) 

and time-varying loads that can be roughly equivalent to 

static comparable burdens (for example, the static identical 

breeze and seismic loads regularly characterised in many 

construction standards) (see figure 3). 

In a Static Analysis, loads 

Static analysis is used to determine the changes in designs or 

components caused by loads that do not activate significant 

idleness and damping effects. Consistent stacking and 

reaction conditions are anticipated, which means that it is 

acceptable for the heaps and the reaction of the design to vary 

gradually over time(see figure 4).. 

III. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF SPUR 

GEAR USING ANSYS WORKBENCH 

 

(a) Strain 

 

(b) Fatigue analysis 

 

(c) Damage 

 

(d) Safety factor 

 

(e) Stress 

Figure 4: Deformation analysis (a to e) 
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Table 1: Static analysis results 

Pressure 

angle (0) 
Material 

Deformation 

(mm) 

Stress 

(N/mm2) 
Strain 

Symmetric 

gear-200 

Steel 0.0029163 13.464 6.917e-5 

EN31 

steel 
0.0025556 12.389 

6.0615e-

5 

Asymmetric 

gear-300 

Steel 0.0027233 12.929 
6.2398e-

5 

EN31 

steel 
0.0025911 12.302 

5.9369e-

5 

Asymmetric 

gear-350 

Steel 0.0025885 12.683 
6.2998e-

5 

EN31 

steel 
0.0024268 11.89 5.906e-5 

Table 2: Fatigue analysis results 

Pressure 

angle (0) 
Material  Life  Damage  

Safety factor 

Min  Max  

Symmetric 

gear-200 

Steel  1e9 108.84 0.32011 15 

EN31 

steel  
1e9 85.598 0.34789 15 

Asymmetric 

gear-300 

Steel  1e9 95.605 0.3335 15 

EN31 

steel  
1e9 80.623 0.35036 15 

Asymmetric 

gear-350 

Steel  1e9 89.505 0.33983 15 

EN31 

steel  
1e9 71.754 0.36249 15 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, symmetric and asymmetrical cog wheels are 

planned and exhibited in 3D to show CATIA programming. 

In gears, three distinct points—20, 30 and 35—are used. 

Gears using AISI 1050 Steel and EN31 Steel have undergone 

primary and fatigue testing. 

Observing the basic examination findings, it can be seen that 

the pressure values are more imbalanced at 300 angles than 

they are lopsided at 350 angles and symmetric at 20 angles. 

Therefore, using symmetric at 350 points is preferable (see 

table 1 & 2), per the underlying research. Utilizing EN 31 

steel is preferable when considering the materials since the 

loads exceed the permitted pressure and the weight of the 

symmetric cog wheels is greater than that of EN 31 steel. due 

to its reduced thickness. 
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